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Introduction. Cameron [1 ] has given an approximation technique for the Wiener

integral (over the space C of real continuous functions x(t) on [0, 1] such that

x(0) = 0) of any functional from a class of smooth functionals dominated by a

functional /7(J¿ w(t)x2(t) dt) where w(t) = l and H is such that H(u) is mono-

tonically increasing on [0, oo] and, for an appropriate constant p,

Hip+ 2 H w(t)x2(t)dt) is Wiener integrable. In this paper the functionals from

such a class, with more general w(t) to be described below, will be dealt with.

Vladimirov [6] has given yet another means of approximation for the Wiener

integrals of functionals dominated in this way, still with the restriction w(t) = l.

Vladimirov's approximation, which improves by increasing «, is given by a formula

( F[x()]dx=   2   "**«.*•
Je k=-cxi

In this formula the vks are constants and the Rn,ks are «-fold Riemann integrals

dependent on F and also on a complete orthonormal set of functions of bounded

variation. This latter set of functions is in turn dependent on w(t) and for w(t)= 1

turns out to be the odd harmonic cosine functions. It is the purpose of this paper

to generalize Vladimirov's result by generalizing w(t). §1 contains notation and the

theorems' statements while §2 and §3 contain respectively nine lemmas and their

proofs and the theorems' proofs.

1. Notation and statements of the theorems. LetH'(r)>0 have a continuous

third derivative on [0, 1]. Let {A„} and {a.n(t)}(}): « = 1, 2, 3,... be the characteristic

numbers and normalized characteristic functions of the Sturm-Liouville problem

(1.1) {[l/w(t)]a'(t)}' + Xa(t) = 0,   cc'(O) = «(1) = 0       on [0,1].
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Í1) The ß's and a's of Vladimirov's paper (in which w(t)=l is used) are respectively the

a's and the normalized /3's of this paper.
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The following notation will be used for « = 1, 2, 3,... :

ßn(t) = j an(s) ds       for te [0,1],

yn = jj2(s)ds,

Cn =    I     «ni«) dx(s),

°n = iYnlK I   sw(s)ds/2

Vn  = y-n = yJv^Cr2],

00

"0  =   1-2  2 Vn
n = X

(that 2™=i 1/An converges, and thus v0 is defined follows from Lemma 2.6),

Xn(t) =   -*_„(/) = O-MtWn12,

X0(t) - 0,

*n(0 = 2 «aw.
( = 1

Mt, 0 = 2 *A<0,

Whereas Vladimirov's paper concerns itself only with w(t) _ 1 the present paper

deals with the more general case.

The two theorems of the paper will now be stated.

Theorem 1. Let F[x()] be of either of the forms

(1.2) A0 + 2 f (0 P x(tx) ■ ■ ■ x(td dMh, ■ ■ -, h)
i=x Jo Jo

and

(1.3) f WO]2 dt f f x(tx)x(t2) di2)K2(tx, t2)
JO JO   JO

where the K's are of bounded variation.

Then

(1.4) F[x()]dx=    2   ^F[xk()].
Jc fc=-00
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Theorem 2. Let F[x()] be continuous in the Hubert topology and suppose there

exists a positive monotone increasing function H(u) such that

(1.5) \F[x()]\ é //(£ w(0W012 *),

(1.6) f h(p + i' w(t)[x(t)]2 dt\ dx < oo

for some f> > Jo sw(s) ds/2 (e.g. H(u) = exp (ku) with k<Xx satisfies (1.5) and (1.6)).

77ie«

j/[x()]dx

\l. /) 00 /«CO /»CO

= lim   2   "J      (») eM)F[xk(-)-xl(-) + Uè,-)]dèx--dL-
n-*<x> k= _ œ        J—oo J — oo

The proofs for these theorems will be given below but it should first be men-

tioned that one derivation of the results of the two theorems parallels that given in

Vladimirov's paper for his special case m'(?)=L First, constants vk and functions

xk(t) (which turn out to be as in the notation section) are found to make formula

(1.4) valid for all functionals of the forms

(1.8) K+^x(tx)-x(tt)
i = i

and

(1.9) j^ w(t)[x(t)]2 dt x(tx)x(t2).

Then Cameron's mixed integration formula is used. That formula, a proof of

which (for general complete orthonormal sets of as of bounded variation) can be

found in [3], states that for any Wiener integrable functional

JF[x()]dx

(LIO) -oo ,00 ,

= (") en(0     F[x(-)-x«(-) + Ui, ■ )} dx dèx-- dL-
J — 00 J — oo J c

Finally, formula (1.10) is applied to the right side of (1.4) and there is shown that in

fact (1.7) holds under the conditions stated.

2. The lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. The functions {[XiW(s)]ll2ßt(s)} are complete orthonormal on [0, 1].

Lemma 2.2.

í  w(t)[xn(t)]2 dt Ú  \ w(t)[x(t)]2 dt.
Jo Jo

The proof for Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 will be found in [4].
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Lemma 2.3. ßn(s) satisfies the integral equation

ßn(s) = K j  HO min (t, s)ßn(t) dt.

Proof. It is easy to show that the Sturm-Liouville problem (1.1) implies that the

j8's satisfy the conditions

Thus

and hence

ß"n(s) = -Xnw(s)ßn(s),       j8B(0) = ß'n(l) = 0.

ß'n(s) =   -£ ßl(t) dt =  Xn £ W(t)ßn(t) dt

ßn(s) =   f ß'n(t) dt =  Xn   f   i' W(u)ßn(u) du dt
Jo Jo Jt

= K !   !  p(t, s)P(t, u)w(u)ßn(u) du dt
Jo Jo

,    ,      fl    forO S s < t S 1,
where p(s, t) = <      „    _

HK '  '     \0   forO S t S s S 1,

= K i   f  p(t, s)P(t, u) dt w(u)ßn(u) du
Jo Jo

and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 2.4.

oo

min (tx, t2)  =   2 ßn(tx)ßn(t2).
n = x

Proof. This is just Parseval's equation for the function p(s, tx)p(s, t2) where

p(s, t) is as in Lemma 2.3, and where the generalized Fourier development is in

terms of the a's (which are a complete orthonormal set of course).

Lemma 2.5. The ß's satisfy the condition

f  w(t) min (t, tx) min (t, t2) dt = J ßn(h)ßn(t2)/K-
Jo „ = i

Proof. This is Parseval's equation for the product

Mr)]1'2 min (t, tx)- Mi)]1'2 min (t, t2)
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where the development of each of the two factors is given in terms of the set

{[\w(s)]ll2ßi(s)} which is complete orthonormal according to Lemma 2.1. A veri-

fication of this assertion follows. The coefficients in the expansion of

[w(r)]1'2 min (t, tx) are given by

£ [Kw(t)]il2ßn(t)[w(t)Y12 min (t, tx) dt

= (K)112 £ HO min (t, tx)ßn(t) dt = ßn(tx)/K>2

because of Lemma 2.3. The verification is complete.

Lemma 2.6. 2™=ilMn converges.

Proof. If in the Sturm-Liouville problem (1.1) there is made a transformation to

new independent and dependent variables z and y by means of the equations

z =      [vv(zz)]1'2 du   and   y = a/iv1'*
Jo

there results a differential equation of the type

y"+[^g(z)]y = o

subject to boundary conditions

y (I) = 0   and   w'(0)y(0)/[4w(0)]+y'(0) = 0.

The theorem [5, p. 155] yields the estimate (Xn)ll2x[7T2(n+l/2)2 + ^ q(z) dz]1'2 to

complete the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.7. (Xn)ll2ßn(t) is bounded in « and t for «= 1, 2, 3,. . . and t e [0, 1].

Proof. For the transformed Sturm-Liouville problem as given in the proof of

Lemma 2.6 there follows from [5, p. 146] that the «th characteristic function is

yn = cn>1 sin (Xnf2z + cn¡2 cos (Xny'2z + 0(l/xy2),

or in terms of the original independent and dependent variables s and a

«n(i) =  C.lMO]1'4 Sin {(A,,)1'2 £ [W(U)Y12 du

+cn.tMs)]m cos {(AJ1'2 £ [w(u)]112 du

+ 0(1/Ai'2).

In normalizing an(s) one encounters the integral

f [Ms)]11* sin |(An)1/2 I" [w(u)]112 duX ds
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min   w(s)Ui
OSsSl

(and a similar integral involving the cosine function). Since [w(5)]1/4 does not change

sign there follows

I i' Ms)]11* sin j(An)1/2 f [w(u)]m duX ds

= I f Mí)]1'4 sin j(An)1/2 P [w(u)]v2 duX ds

I where a and b are an appropriate adjacent pair of zeros of

(2.1) sin {(A)1'2 £ [w(u)Y12 du})

^ I f [w(s)]112 sin j(An)1/2 I" [w(m)]1/2 duX ds

= I cos ((A)1'2 rW«)]1,24/[W1/2 min   w(í)1'4]
L Jo Jl osssi

^ 2/[(An)1/2 min   w(sYlé\.
I   l OSsSl J

In view of the estimate (2.1) there follows easily that if an(s) : « = 1, 2, 3,... is to be

normal then

1 = (cli + c2n,2) C [w(s)Y12 ds/2
Jo

+ (clx + c2,2 + cn,xcn.2)0(l/Xk'2)

+ (cn.i + cn,2 + l)0(l/Xn)

and hence cn>1 and cn-2 are bounded in «. Thus

ßn(0 = £ cn,x[w(s)Y<* sin |(Any2 £ [w(u)Y'2 duj ds

+ a similar term+ Í 0(1 ¡XI12) ds.

Since c„fl and cn_2 have been shown to be bounded, the estimate (2.1) yields at once

that

ßn(t) = OO/AJ'2)

to conclude the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.8. The convergence of Zn^ißnU) (ensuredfor all te [0,1] by Lemma

2.4) is uniform on [0, 1].

Proof. This follows from the fact that if a sequence of monotonically increasing

continuous functions converges to a continuous function on a closed interval then

the convergence is uniform. Clearly, the convergence of 22=i ßl(t) to t is of this

type and the proof is complete.
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Lemma 2.9. The sums

2   \ßJLhWH.K)m\ 2   \ßn(tx)][ßn(t2)l 2   \.{Kyl2ßn(tx)ßn(t2Wn(h)}
7i = l n = 1 7i = l

are uniformly convergent on the unit interval, square and cube respectively.

Proof. An application of the Schwartz inequality to the sum of products (in

each case the appropriate factoring is indicated by the square brackets) along with

the results of Lemmas 2.4 (which implies of course that \ßn(t)\ S 1), 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8

completes the proof.

3. Proofs of the theorems.   The proof of Theorem 1 now follows.

A standard Wiener integration formula is

I

Í

x(h)x(t2) dx = min (í1( ra)/2(2).

Thus from Lemma 2.4 follows

x(tx)x(t2) dx = f ßAtx)ßn(t2)/2
71 = 1

and this latter sum is easily seen to be 2"= - oo vnxn(ti)^n(r2). Hence the conclusion

of the theorem has been established for functionals of the form x(tx)x(t2). It is easy

to see that the definitions

vn = v_n   and   xn(t) = -x_„(0

ensure that the conclusion of the theorem holds for functionals of the form x(tx)

and x(tx)x(t2)x(t3) since the sums converge by Lemma 2.9. Also, the theorem

clearly holds, in view of the definition of v0 for constant functionals. Hence the

theorem is established for functionals of the form (1.8). A routine calculation

yields that

nw(t)[x(t)]2 dtx(tx)x(t2) dx =      tw(t) dt min (tx, t2)/4
) Jo

+     w(t) min (f, tx) min (t, t2) dt/2

=  f tw(t) dt 2 /9n(íi)/3n(í2)/4
Jo „-ri

+ 2  ßn(tx)ßn(t2)/(2K)
n=X

(because of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5).

Again it is easy to verify that, in view of the definition of an, the last member of the

above equation is just what the conclusion of the theorem yields for a functional

of the form (1.9). Finally, Fubini's theorem for Lebesgue and Wiener integrals

(2) The difference between this evaluation and that given by Vladimirov is due to the use of

a different kernel in the definition of Wiener measure, cf. [2].
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ensures that the theorem's conclusion holds for functional of the forms (1.2) and

(1.3) because of Lemma 2.9. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Finally there will be given the proof of Theorem 2. Because of (1.10) the right

member of (1.7) equals

(3.1) lim   2   vk Í F[xk(-)-xkn(-) + x*(-)]dx.
n-*00 fc= -oo Jc

There will now be noted that, since

at(s) dßk(s) =        at(s)ak(s) ds = 8ki,
Jo Jo

it follows that

ffi(o = 2 f «*(*) dßk(s)ßm
i-l Jo

(12) = ßk(t)   for « ^ k,

= 0        for « < k.

Now (3.2) yields that for n^\k\=K

\F[xk(-)-x»k(-) + x"(-)]\ = |FK{^(.)-ffi(-)}M,2 + ^n(-)]|

g //(£ w(t)[<jK{ßK(t)-ßi(t)}/r1Kl2 + xn(t)]2dt'j

(3.3) =H(foW(t)[x«(t)]2dt)

â h((  w(t)[x(t)]2 dt\     (because of Lemma 2.2)

Ú H[p+£ w(t)[x(t)f dt),

while for any « and for sufficiently large \k\ = K>n

\F[xk(-)-x»k(-) + x"(-)]\ = \F[*K{ßK(-)-pk(-)}/yKl2 + x\-)}\

S //(£ w(t)[oKßK(t)lyy2 + x"(t)]2dt)

= //(£ w(t)[o2Kß2K(t)/yK+ 2 c2ßf(t)]dt)

(because « < K)

= HU/[XKyK]+2cf/x)

(3.4) V 'V
è H(o2K/[XKyK] +j\(t)[x(t)]2 dt)

(by Lemma 2.2)

ï h(p +j* w(t)[x(t)]2 dt)

(because a2K/[XKyK] =      sw(s)ds/2— l/XK and lim l/Xk = 0).
\ Jo fc-»oo /
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From (3.1) there follows that for arbitrary N>0 the limitand of the right member

of (1.7) equals (where |&|=A)

2    *H  Í F[oK{ßK(-)-ßK(.)}/yK'2 + X"(-)]dx
k=-N        Je

+ 2  "* Í Fl-K{ßK(-)-ßK-)}/YlKl2 + xn(-)]dx.
\k\>N       Je

Since

\loFWK{ßK(-)-ßK(-)}/y1K'2 + xn(-)]dx\ S jcH^p+j1oW(t)[x(t)]2dt"jdx

for all « and sufficiently large K>N, and since 2™= - oo "k converges (to 1) it follows

that N can be chosen so large that the second member of the limitand is arbitrarily

small and so that also 2^= -n vk is arbitrarily close to 1. Let Nbe chosen even larger,

if need be, so that for « = N, ¡c F[oK{ßK(■)-&(■ )}/yK!2 + xn( -)]dx(=$c F[xn(■ )] dx

for KSN, cf. (3.2)) is nearly equal to Jc F[x()] dx for KSN. Thus the first mem-

ber of the limitand can be made arbitrarily close to jc F[x()] dx and the second

member arbitrarily small to complete the proof of (1.7) under the stated conditions.

Finally that there exists an H(u) of the type required in theorem, viz. H(u) =

exp (ku) with zc < Aj is proven in [4].
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